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Abstract

The paper deals with the identification of binding sites and concentrates on interactions involving small interfaces. In particular we focus our attention on two major interface types, namely protein-ligand and protein-peptide interfaces. As concerns protein-ligand binding site prediction, we classify the more interesting methods and approaches into four main categories: (a) shape-based methods, (b) alignment-based methods, (c) graph-theoretic approaches and (d) machine learning methods. Class (a) encompasses those methods which employ, in some way, geometric information about the protein surface. Methods falling into class (b) address the prediction problem as an alignment problem, i.e. finding protein-ligand atom pairs that occupy spatially equivalent positions. Graph theoretic approaches, class (c), are mainly based on the definition of a particular graph, known as the protein contact graph, and then apply some sophisticated methods from graph theory to discover subgraphs or score similarities for uncovering functional sites. The last class (d) contains those methods that are based on the learn-from-examples paradigm and that are able to take advantage of the large amount of data available on known protein-ligand pairs.

As for protein-peptide interfaces, due to the often disordered nature of the regions involved in binding, shape similarity is no longer a determining factor. Then, in geometry-based methods, geometry is accounted for by providing the relative position of the atoms surrounding the peptide residues in known structures. Finally, also for protein-peptide interfaces, we present a classification of some successful machine learning methods. Indeed, they can be categorized in the way adopted to construct the learning examples. In particular, we envisage three main methods: distance functions, structure and potentials and structure alignment.
1. Introduction

Inferring protein function from structure when the sequence is not conserved is a challenging problem in drug design for which many methods have been developed over the past few years. Sequence based methods for inferring function can be successfully applied when an overall sequence identity of 30% exists between an unknown protein and a characterized one. Unfortunately for about 50% of unannotated molecules (see [67]) no known protein can be found with such degree similarity.

Proteins perform their function by interacting with other molecules, either proteins or ligands. Although a large number of protein structures are available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), relatively fewer structures of proteins in complex with ligands or peptides exist. The experiments used to derive such structures are difficult especially for large complex sizes. Computational methods can aid and complement experimental techniques for fast identification of putative sites for experimental validation. One approach to derive the structure of a complex is “docking” where a molecule is docked to a target protein to verify their geometrical and chemical fitting. An alternative approach to derive the function of uncharacterized protein structures is binding site recognition. This strategy is based on the principle that, if a surface region of one protein is similar to that of the binding site of another protein with known function, the function of the one protein can be inferred and its interaction with the known molecule predicted. In this review, we deal with the identification of promising binding sites and focus on the interactions involving small interfaces which typically occur in protein-ligand or protein-peptide binding (see e.g. Figure 1). We will not be concerned with large protein-protein interactions as those occurring between protein domains within the same structure or within large stable complexes. Small interactions are generally transient and reversible; by contrast, large interactions tend to be permanent.

Figure 1: Docking position of: (a) dipeptide-chymotrypsin with protein 1ab9 and (b) ligand Adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP) with protein 1atp.

Predicting protein-ligand interaction has been the subject of many studies over the two decades. Among the most common studied ligands are ATP, NAD, HEME. They exhibit different degree of conformational variability when binding to a protein. For instance, ATP shows many different
shapes, from an extended conformation to a compact one. Ligands such as steroids tend to be less flexible in their structure. The protein-peptide binding prediction has been less extensively studied. Protein-peptide interactions often involve disordered peptides which may undergo a disorder-to-order transition upon binding. An example is that of a kinase protein interacting with a short peptide of another protein. The low specificity of these small molecules, due to the shape variability of the ligands and the disorder of peptides, renders the prediction problem very difficult.

Finding the interface region of a target protein is conceptually similar when a small ligand or a short peptide is considered. The great majority of methods for binding site recognition and prediction hinge on a fundamental assumption, namely that the properties of a protein region in general, or binding site more in particular, depend upon the geometry and/or physico-chemical property of some or all the residues in a more or less local neighborhood of the site of interest. Although geometry plays a role in the computational methods used in both cases of ligands and short peptides, the way it is used somewhat differs. In protein-ligand binding site prediction, the shape of the binding site is important for recognition since it is often conserved for different proteins bound to the same ligand. Thus a number of approaches, referred to as shape-based, characterize ligand binding sites using geometric descriptors, either local or global, to determine shape similarity with known proteins. Other approaches compare surface regions by finding the largest number of atoms/residues in the two regions that are spatially similar. These latter approaches fall into two categories: alignment based (where typically the transformation that best superimposes two structures is determined) and graph theoretic approaches. In the case of protein-peptide binding site, due to the often disordered nature of the regions involved, shape similarity is no longer a determining factor. Instead geometry is accounted for by providing the relative position of the atoms surrounding the peptide residues in known structures.

A class of methods that have been employed in both protein-ligand and protein-peptide prediction with a reasonable degree of success is machine learning methods. The learn-from-examples paradigm is particularly fit for this problem. Indeed, learning machines are naturally able to take advantage and exploit the large amount of available data on known protein-ligand and protein-peptide bindings represented by diverse databases of annotated proteins.

In the following, we characterize the different types of interfaces (section 2). Then section 3 and 4 present methods for the prediction of protein-ligand and protein-peptide interaction, respectively.

2. Types of interfaces

Protein-ligand

In biochemistry, the definition of ligands is rather general, it refers to various molecules that perform a variety of functions in association with proteins. Ligands include substrates, inhibitors, activators, and neurotransmitters. Knowledge of ligand-protein binding sites has important implications in functional prediction and in structure-based drug discovery.

Ligand conformation has been extensively analyzed focusing on certain ligands, such as ATP, NAD, HEME and steroids. It has been observed that the ligands exhibit significant conformational variability upon binding; for instance the conformation of ATP in different complexes may range from an extended one to a very compact one, with intermediate arrangements also possible [68]. Interestingly, some conformations are not even close to an energy minimum. This behavior renders the prediction problem difficult, because the corresponding binding sites differ
in shape, size and chemical composition. However, one feature that seems common to a variety of interactions is that they tend to occur in areas of the protein surfaces that correspond to pockets/cavities, often the largest one (see e.g. Figure 1(b)). The former consideration is at the base, and indeed motivates, the many algorithms for protein-ligand binding site prediction. Almost all of the algorithms proposed in the literature in recent years search for pockets/cavities on the protein surface, see e.g. the recent survey paper [36]. Many databases exist on protein-ligand complexes. The database described in [7] has about 10,000 protein-ligand crystal structures. All biologically relevant ligands are annotated, and experimental chemical binding-affinity data is reported when available. Databases for biologically relevant ligand-protein interactions derived from solved structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) are presented in [79], [38],[76] (PSMD), they have a different degree of redundancy and manual update and maintenance. The Pocketome [53] is an encyclopedia of conformational ensembles of all druggable binding sites that can be identified experimentally from co-crystal structures in the PDB. It contains 2,227 entries in total, at least 943 entries from mammals. The database of protein-chemical structural interactions [38] includes all existing 3D structures of complexes of proteins with low molecular weight ligands. The LigFam database [25] is a comprehensive collection of a high-quality manually curated protein ligand interactions and functional information. The database also contains structure-guided alignments (identifies important conserved interactions across families of homologous proteins), ligand conformations (crucial for drug-design), SNP, mutation, and disease information (identifies important variations in the protein-ligand complex that could affect function as shown by mutation studies). The database [37] contains 4 million similar pairs of binding sites obtained with a method known as Pocket Similarity Search using Multiple-Sketches (PoSSuM); it includes all the discovered pairs with annotations of various types (e.g., CATH, SCOP, EC number, Gene ontology).

Protein-peptide

The interactions of proteins or their domains with short peptides are ubiquitous and play a major role in cellular function, particularly in signaling and regulatory processes. Their implication in human diseases and cancer draws the interest of many research groups. Furthermore, peptides are considered as potential drug candidates and synthetic peptides have been designed and marketed for a variety of diseases [46, 74].

According to [52], protein-peptide interactions could explain up to 15-40% of the interactome. Peptide sequences are generally at the interfaces, in terms of linear motifs present at the binding regions, here we will only review the work done on structural characterization and its use in the prediction of protein-peptide and protein-ligand binding sites.

unspecific in isolation and not well preserved throughout evolution. As for their structures, the peptides tend to be flexible and reside in disordered regions of proteins and gain structure upon binding. On the other hand, little conformational change of the unbound proteins upon binding to the peptide is observed [63] when comparing them to the same proteins bound to peptides.

Much work on the prediction of protein-peptide interaction has focused on short peptides binding well characterized protein domains such as SH2, SH3, PDZ, and PTB. Such domains differ in their binding specificity, i.e. in their ability to distinguish between different peptides. Highly specific domains only interact with few peptides, generally characterized by specific sequence motifs, while domains with low specificity may, under different circumstances, bind to a variety of peptides, especially when the domain appears in combination with other domains. A description of the binding specificity of domains and how this information can be used in modeling and in
The more challenging problem of identifying the binding site of a generic peptide without any restriction on the protein family/domain has been addressed only recently once a significant number of structures of complexes between proteins and short-peptides have started to accumulate. A recent structural database of protein-peptide complexes, PeptiDB, contains 103 high-resolution, non-redundant complexes of proteins with short (5-15Å long) peptides. The DOMINO database of protein-peptide interactions currently contains 200 peptide binding domains, with 10,800 interactions in human. Other structural databases include PEPX [73], PhosphoELM [27], Minimotif Miner [48], SCANSITE [56], PhosphoMotif Finder [1], MHCPEP [32], and PepBank [65].

Based on these databases, a characterization of protein-peptide interfaces could be obtained in terms of variety of geometric and physico-chemical properties. One such property is the average solvent-accessible surface area that is buried upon binding (ASA) [63]. This area is generally small, for instance half the size as in protein-protein interactions. The shape of the interface tend to be more planar (see e.g. Figure 1(a)) than that of a protein-ligand interface, even when the binding occurs in a pocket on the surface of the protein, often the largest pocket. Peptides display interfaces that are better packed than protein-protein interfaces and contain significantly more hydrogen bonds, mainly those involving the peptide backbone [47].

3. Protein-Ligand Binding Site Prediction

There is a long and rich list of papers dealing with the identification of binding sites of ligands and their classification. Early work in this area dates back to the late 90’s and beginning of 00’s and often represented the extension of work done for the comparison of proteins folds and their alignment. For instance, geometric hashing techniques were initially applied to the comparison of entire protein structures and later adapted to the case of binding site recognition [66]. Similarly, graph-theoretic approaches were used in both instances of the comparison problem. As a further example, spherical harmonics representation of molecules provided the basis for a comparison of globular proteins as well as of binding sites. Obviously the adaptation was generally far from trivial, as the reduction of the data to be compared was counter-balanced by the difficulty in dealing with the conformational flexibility of the interacting molecules. Starting from a somewhat limited repertoire of computational methods, a number of strategies have capitalized on their integration in conjunction with the use of data from different sources to obtain more robust and faster solutions. For instance, some approaches combine sequence and structure information [6, 10, 11, 80] while others integrate structural information with physico-chemical properties [34, 39, 49, 66, 40]. To improve the performances of these methods, when the structure of the ligand is known, docking and scoring functions can be used to calculate the binding affinity for a specific ligand. Some of these techniques have been made available over the web [4, 2, ].

The structural datasets of proteins as well as the set of ligands used differ in the numerous papers published over the years making a fair comparison between the different approaches somewhat complicated. As surveys exist on earlier works [41, 31, 78], especially on surface pocket identification, rather than trying to summarize all the work in this field, we will concentrate on few approaches.
Figure 2: Examples of surface representation by spherical harmonics. The left column shows different views of a predicted binding pocket in 1b14. The second column shows the reconstructed 3D shape using spherical harmonics of order 4. The third column shows the reconstruction up to order 6. The fourth column shows the reconstructed model up to 14th order.

3.1. Shape-based methods

It has long been recognized that shape plays an important role in binding site recognition. These methods employ geometric information about the protein surface sometimes enriched by physico-chemical description. Among the most popular shape-based methods are geometric hashing [55, 24] which uses a set of distance constraints to detect structural motifs without any assumption on the substructure of the functional site. Some other widely used methods include the Template Search and Superposition (TESS) method [75], JESS [6], the Fuzzy Functional Forms (FFF) method [23] and Q-SiteFinder [42].

In the following we concentrate on approaches to protein binding site comparison and localization using spherical harmonics [18, 43, 62] and spin images [12].

Spherical harmonics have long been used as global shape descriptors to represent closed surfaces (see e.g. Figure 2). In biochemistry and computational biology they have been applied to the modeling, visualization and comparison of globular proteins.

Molecular shapes are approximated as functions defined on the unit sphere by representing each surface point by its spherical coordinates \((r, \theta, \phi)\) and giving the radial coordinate \(r\) as a function \(f(\theta, \phi)\) of the two angle coordinates \(\theta\) and \(\phi\). Spherical harmonics are sets of differentiable, complex functions \(Y^l_m(\theta, \phi)\) of two variables, \(\theta\) and \(\phi\), indexed by two integers, \(l\) and \(m\). They form a complete set of orthonormal functions and thus any function \(f(\theta, \phi)\) can be expanded as \(f(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{l\in\mathbb{N},m\in[-l,l]} c^l_m Y^l_m(\theta, \phi)\), where \(c^l_m\) are the spherical harmonic coefficients. The expansion coefficients describe the shape at different levels of resolutions, from coarse to fine corresponding to low and high coefficients, respectively.

As global shape descriptors, spherical harmonics require some adaptation to be applied to the problem of binding site recognition. For instance, in one of the earliest approach to binding site recognition [15] a single sphere is placed at the center of the binding site, typically residing in a surface cavity, and then "inflated" until it approximates the shape of the cavity. Then the
comparison of two binding sites is performed by comparing two spherical functions as in the problem of comparing two complete molecular surfaces [62].

In [43] protein shapes are classified based on the similarity of the expansion coefficients of the spherical harmonic representation, typically restricted to the low-order ones. The $\ell_2$ distance is chosen as a measure of dissimilarity in coefficient space. Basically the same idea was used in [50, 69] to compare and cluster protein binding sites. The comparison is performed on the aligned binding sites to avoid the determination of the rotation for the spherical harmonic representation at the expense of possible loss of accuracy.

In [18] a method to quickly identify promising binding sites, either in a protein cavity or on an entire protein surface, without explicitly aligning them is presented, i.e., without actually computing the optimal rotation that best overlaps two binding sites. To represent a given binding site, the notion of Binding Ball, a spherical description of a query binding site, is introduced. After creating the Binding Ball for a given query binding site, it is “rolled” over a protein’s surface to be examined, and each position is efficiently scored, evaluating all possible rotations at that location simultaneously, by making use of a specific property of the Spherical Fourier Transform (SFT).

The problem of identifying regions of similarity on proteins has been addressed in [12] based on a spin-image representation of molecular surfaces. A protein is described by a collection of two-dimensional images, called spin images, each associated to a surface point. The spin image of a surface point $P$ is a two-dimensional accumulator array that represents all the surface points in a reference frame defined by point $P$ and its normal $n$. The matching strategy is based on the observation that surfaces with similar shape tend to have similar spin images, thus reducing a complex 3D matching problem into a 2D problem for which a simpler and more efficient solution exists.

Morphological as well as topological properties of protein surfaces are used in [16] to describe protein pockets for ligand positioning.

3.2. Alignment-based methods

The comparison of protein surfaces, cavities, or of binding sites has often been addressed as an alignment problem, i.e. finding atom pairs on two protein surfaces that occupy spatially equivalent positions. It can be formulated as follows: given two sets $A$ and $B$ of points, find two possibly large subsets $A'$ of $A$ and $B'$ of $B$ with high degree of similarity. There are various ways of defining the similarity between two point sets in 3D space leading to the proposal of different distance functions and associated algorithms; they include the root mean square distance (RMSD), the closest point distance [9], the bottleneck distance [21]. The alignment problem often involves the search for the isometric transformation which best superimposes two given protein structures.

Alignment-based methods may incorporate information about chemical properties of the matched atoms thereby improving the performance and the accuracy of the results.

An important aspect of the matching is the choice of a suitable surface representation; in the literature common ways of representing a surface are Connolly’s representation [19], alpha-shapes [44] and pseudo-vertices [66]. In the simplest instance, the surface is represented as a cloud of points, each corresponding to a surface atom.

One way to solve the surface alignment problem is by using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [9], originally introduced for image registration. Briefly, ICP aligns (registers) two sets of points $P$ and $Q$ by iteratively alternating between registration and alignment steps. In the
registration step, for each point in P its closest point in the other set Q is determined, resulting in the subset $Y$ of Q. An alignment is then obtained between $P$ and $Y$ by finding the rotation and translation that best superimpose $P$ and $Y$. These two steps are repeated until the change in root mean square distance between $P$ and $Y$ is below a selected threshold.

In [8] the ICP is applied to the problem of detecting similarity in binding sites for classification purposes. It searches for the isometric transformation that best superimposes active regions of two structures and provides a list of matched atoms along with their RMSD. The ICP method is solved by a global optimization algorithm belonging to the class of controlled random search methods [14, 17, 58]. These methods, although heuristic in nature, are very efficient and reliable for the global minimization of nonlinear multivariate functions of several variables. The dissimilarity measure proposed is based on the solution to an Asymmetric Assignment Problem on a bipartite graph associated to the matching problem [8].

A Triangulation-based Iterative-closest-point for Protein Surface Alignment (TIPSA) was proposed in [22]. TIPSA seeks to determine the maximum number of atoms that can be superposed between two protein binding sites, with the constraint that any pair of matched atoms has a distance below a given threshold. The heuristics employed obtains a solution by expanding a seed that consists of similar tetrahedrons between two binding sites obtained from 3D Delaunay triangulation.

### 3.3. Graph-theoretic methods

Another class of methods involve graph-theoretic methods [3, 35, 39, 51, 64, 77]. They were first proposed in the context of computational chemistry and data mining, and are characterized by a completely different problem formulation and, consequently, algorithmic solutions with respect to the methods reviewed in the previous sections. They start by transforming the protein structures to graphs as follows. The protein structures are described by sets of 3D points (atoms, residues, or other interesting points) and their relationships (typically, proximity). They are represented by graphs where nodes correspond to points and edges connect related points. Nodes of the graph can have associated properties, either geometrical or physico-chemical. The graph structure is referred to as a protein contact graph when nodes correspond to residues and an undirected edge is present between two nodes if the corresponding residues are within a given distance from each other.

Graph theory offers several algorithms to establish relationships between structural data, such as graph and sub-graph isomorphism, maximal bipartite graph matching and clique detection. In structural bioinformatics, graph algorithms and statistical inference are used to find representative subgraphs or score similarities between neighborhoods of residues. They exploit graph similarities measures to discover functional sites (e.g. the graphlet kernel method proposed in [71] or the graph-based clique detection (GG) algorithm proposed in [20]).

The theoretical aspects of the optimal matching of binding sites are discussed in [64] where the general problem of finding the largest common subset of two or multiple sets of points is shown to be NP-hard. Therefore approximations are presented to efficiently address the problem of comparing two or multiple binding sites via a combination of geometric hashing and $k$-partite matching.

In [35] an approach is presented that uses maximal common subgraph comparison and harmonic shape image matching to detect locally similar regions between two molecular surfaces augmented with properties such as the electrostatic potential or lipophilicity. The complexity of the problem is reduced by a set of filters that implement various geometric and physico-chemical
heuristics.

Another way to solve the matching problem is to construct an auxiliary data structure, the association graph, where nodes represent pairs of candidate corresponding points on two structures which are selected based on their geometrical or chemical similarity. Edges connect consistent correspondences, where consistency is expressed either in terms of chemical similarity or similarity of Euclidean distances between pairs of corresponding points. Given the association graph, the matching problem is formulated as the problem of finding a maximal clique in it and solved with one of the several heuristics developed for this classical graph problem.

The association graph approach is used in [51] to detect nearly-optimal approximate solutions for the graph-matching problem. A two step-heuristic procedure that uses different levels of resolutions of the structure representations, from residues to atomic representation, allows a fast implementation of the maximal clique detection thus enabling the comparison of large binding sites.

In [71] a graph-based kernel method is proposed for annotating functional residues in protein structures represented by contact graphs. The method uses the graphlet representation of every vertex in a graph [59]. Briefly, graphlets are small connected non-isomorphic induced subgraphs of a graph. Their frequency is an important measure of graphs both at the local and global level. A similarity measure between two nodes is expressed as the inner product of their respective frequency vectors and is used in a supervised learning framework to classify protein residues. The method was applied to the identification of catalytic residues in proteins, as well as to the problem of predicting phosphorylation sites in protein structures.

The problem of multiple graph alignment for active sites characterization is also addressed in [77] using inexact graph-matching techniques. Optimized algorithms are presented for the efficient calculation of multiple graph alignments for the analysis of physico-chemical descriptors representing protein binding pockets.

The interesting results of the above graph-based methods is that in several cases it was possible to identify structural features that are characteristic for a given protein family and allow to discriminate among related families. In other words, for selected high-quality datasets of proteins from the PDB the proteins that bind similar ligands could be predicted and separated from those binding different ligands based only on local atomic similarities.

### 3.4. Machine learning methods

This rather wide and heterogeneous class contains those methods that adopt a machine learning technique for identification and prediction of binding site regions or residues. To this aim, almost all these methods employ information describing the surrounding environment of a single residue or position in the protein structure. Usually, they collect a set of structural, physico-chemical and evolutionary properties which are then encoded into a fixed-length vector. Then, it is possible to compose labeled or non-labeled sets of training vectors for supervised or unsupervised, respectively, machine learning approaches. The pioneering idea from which the methods belonging to this class have originated, can be glimpsed in the paper [5] where the idea emerged of characterizing protein sites by a set of geometry and physico-chemical properties of surrounding residues.

The approaches presented in the literature mainly differ in two fundamental aspects. First, in the definition of the structure of samples that populate the environment where the learning machine is embedded. In particular, the definition of the features that describe a sample, i.e. the input vectors. Second, in the definition of the test set that will be used to train the learning
machine and to assess the validity of the predictions. In [30], for instance, a neural network is trained to predict the location of binding sites in enzymes by employing structure and sequence information. More in particular, solvent accessibility, type of secondary structure, depth and cleft where the residue lies in, conservation score [72] and residue type are used as inputs to the neural networks. In [13] a different yet powerful learning machine is used, namely random forest classifiers, to predict small ligand binding sites. The features used to define the input vector to the learning machine are evolutionary conservation, median solvent accessible surface area, counts of nearby residue pairs and statistically significant clustering of residue types in the site. The proposed method, i.e. SiteFinder, is able to accurately predict the binding site both for small molecules and metal ions.

4. Protein-Peptide interface prediction

Until very recently, protein-peptide docking and protein-peptide interaction recognition were regarded as subproblems of the well-known protein-protein docking problem. Indeed, a widely used technique to solve the protein-peptide interaction problem was that of applying protein-protein docking, thus considering the peptide as a protein itself. However, this approach has limited applications for peptides longer than 4 residues largely due the high degree of flexibility that has to be considered when docking typical peptides of 5-10 residues to a protein. Many approaches for protein-peptide binding site recognition and prediction rely on some prior knowledge of the type of peptide binding to a domain and often require further knowledge of the peptide binding site on the protein. Hence, these approaches are generally only effective for finding new variants of known peptides, and cannot directly uncover new protein-peptide interaction types.

4.1. Geometry-based methods

Describing the binding environment S-PSSM

Given a dataset of non-redundant protein structures in complex with peptide segments, their binding sites provided the basis for a spatial characterization of peptide residues to be used for the prediction of binding sites of uncharacterized proteins. In [57] the binding environment was described by creating spatial position specific scoring matrices, called S-PSSM (which are an extension of PSSM [29]), for each of the 20 amino acids and the three phosphorylated variants. For each amino acid type, the structures of proteins interacting with all peptides containing that amino acid were analyzed. They were all superimposed and used to build a grid of occupancy for selected atom types, indicating the atom’s preference to be in a particular spatial position relative to the considered amino acid type. Once built, the S-PSSMs were used for the prediction of candidate binding sites on the surface of proteins for a newly discovered peptide. More precisely, given a target peptide, each amino acid belonging to it was in turn considered and the positions on the surface of a protein best matching its corresponding S-PSSM matrices identified. The output of this process was a set of residue positions spread over the surface of the protein each corresponding to an amino acid of the type present in the peptide. Further analysis, imposing geometric constraints based on distances of such positions, was used to select and link among the candidate sites those consistent with all residues of the target peptide. This method was benchmarked on a relatively large set of unbound proteins showing good accuracy. A web
server based on this method and using an aggregate scoring measure for each amino acid type is available [70].

S-PSSM can also be used to describe binding patterns (as in [61]). Then, the problem of identification can be approached by constructing a probabilistic model of the likelihood of generating the residue sequences of the binding site. The probabilistic neural network is then trained (compute values of the parameters of the model) by using the Gibbs sampling algorithm [45] by using as training set a set of 285 interactions between 28 SH3 proteins and 143 SH3 binding partners.

4.2. Machine learning-based methods

Describing the binding by distance functions

A different and reportedly better approach can be that of learning peptide-peptide distance functions [33], indeed following the observation that peptides that bind to the same protein are “similar” to one another, and different from non-binding peptides. The distance function thus learned can then be used to compute a protein-peptide binding affinity function, that is the affinity of a given peptide to a protein of a certain family. More in particular, given a dataset of binding and non-binding peptides from an entire protein family, the method first extracts, for each protein, positive and negative equivalence constraints. Then, a single peptide-peptide distance function is learned using the DistBoost algorithm [32] which is a semi-supervised approach for clustering and learning. Finally, the protein-peptide affinity function is computed by using the peptide-peptide distance function. The reported results show that this method on the MHCPEP dataset outperforms two competing algorithms using PSSM and adopted in [60].

Describing the binding by structure and potentials

For the PDZ and SH3 domains, an approach based on a committee of learning machines is proposed in [81]. In particular, protein-peptide interaction is described by three types of data: (a) an orthogonal dot product encoding, that is the tensor product between the characteristic vectors representing the interface and peptide residue, respectively; (b) matrix of structurally interacting potentials, that is the interaction energies between the naturally occurring aminoacid residues; (c) the coding of physico-chemical properties, in which each aminoacid was represented by five physico-chemical properties. More precisely, each property is classified into five groups. For one property, one aminoacid is assigned to class 1, . . . , 5 and pairing of two aminoacids, w.r.t that property, gives rise to 15 combinations which are coded using 15 binaries. Since each aminoacid has 5 properties, we have as much as \(15 \times 5 = 75\) combinations coded with 75 binaries. Then the interaction between \(m\) protein interface residues and \(n\) peptide residues is coded with \(m \times n \times 75\) binaries. These three data types are used to train a committee of learning machines, two SVMs and a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), and the final prediction is given by the consensus of the three separate predictions.

Describing the binding by structure alignment

A further possibility to describe the binding between a protein and a peptide consists in employing a suitable similarity measure between peptides and protein binding pockets. More in particular, in [28] a so-called Generic String (GS) kernel is introduced and a Kernel Ridge Regression, i.e. a particular learning machine, is defined to the aim of predicting the protein-peptide binding affinity energy. The GS kernel definition takes advantage of a sequence-independent structure alignment heuristic which considers proteins secondary structure. In [28] three datasets, namely
PEPX [73], a dataset proposed in [54] for binding prediction in Major Histocompatibility Complexes of class II (MHC-II) and a benchmark for Quantitative Structure Affinity Modeling [82], are used to validate the results and show superiority of the approach with respect to other alternatives in the literature.

5. Conclusions

In structural bioinformatics, among the possible ways to infer protein function, one which benefits from computational techniques is the prediction of interaction among proteins and other molecules. Here we have considered interactions involving small molecules and reviewed methods for binding site recognition. We have not tried to review the huge amount of work done in this area but have concentrated on some approaches by separating them in few categories. Prediction methods generally rely on prior knowledge of protein binding sites accumulated over the years in the PDB. They can be effective in uncovering binding sites on proteins of unknown function similar to those of other proteins. Although they are tolerant of some variation in topology and physico-chemical composition, they cannot lead to the discovery of completely new interface patterns, assuming there are still some to be discovered.
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